Scenario: Parmark’s Sales Process

Pharmak Ltd. is a distributor of pharmaceutical products. Its client base is primarily composed of pharmacy chains that regularly place bulk orders for a range of pharmaceutical products. At present, Pharmak provides a Web-based interface allowing customers to query its product catalogue, to submit, track, and modify purchase orders, and to view invoices. Following requests from its larger customers, Pharmak is seeking to offer a fully programmatic interface to expose its sales process, all the way from receipt of purchase order to invoicing.

The envisioned API shall allow the purchasing systems of Pharmak’s customers to directly retrieve all products in Pharmak’s catalogue or those products that match a given keyword (e.g. a product name or a name of an active ingredient). Such queries return a list of product catalogue entries, each consisting of a unique product code, a name, the active ingredients (e.g. dextromethorphan, levodopa or paracetamol), a description of the product, the price and availability. The availability of the product can be “immediate” or “on demand”. An “immediate” availability means that the product can be shipped in 1 or 2 business days, while “on demand” means that the product is generally not maintained on stock at Pharmak, but instead it needs to be ordered from a manufacturer and may take several business days to be shipped.

The API will also allow customers to submit *Purchase Orders* (PO). A PO consists of one or more *line items*. Each line item corresponds to one product. A line item has a sequential number (1, 2, 3…), a product code, the required quantity of the product, the unit of measure (e.g. “per box”), the latest acceptable shipment date and the unit price. For example, one line item in an order may be for 300 boxes of Benadryl (code P0293) to be shipped by 31.01.2014 and payable at 1.53 euros per box. In addition to a list of line items, a PO contains the business identity code, the business name of the customer, and the identifier of the PO (this identifier is chosen by the customer).

When a customer submits a PO, it expects first a simple acknowledgment indicating that the PO has been received. Within one business day, Pharmak must reply to the customer with a PO Response. A PO Response contains a reference to the original PO to which it refers, and a list of *line item responses*. A line item response includes the sequential number of the PO line item to which it refers (e.g. 1, 2, 3…) and a code “ACK” for “accepted” and “DEC” for “declined”. “ACK” means that that supplier agrees to provide the product in question. In this case, the line item response also indicates the expected shipment date. “DEC” means that the supplier cannot provide the product in question, in which case the response includes a note explaining the reason for rejection (e.g. because the price in the PO line is incorrect or because the product cannot be shipped by the requested “latest acceptable shipment date”).

When Pharmak ships a line item of a PO (or several line items), it will communicate this shipment to customers programmatically by sending a *Shipment Notification*. A
shipment notification contains a list of PO line item references, where a PO line item references consists of a PO identifier, a line item number and an optional comment (a string). Similarly, when the customer receives the shipment, it will communicate this receipt to Pharmak programmatically by sending a Delivery Receipt, which also consists of PO line item references.

A customer may request changes in their PO. To do so, they submit a PO Change Request. A PO Change Request includes a reference to the original PO and a list of PO Change line items. A PO Change line item contains the sequential number of the PO line item to which the response refers (e.g. 1, 2, 3…), and the same data that a PO line item contains (product identifier, quantity, etc.). When a customer submits a PO Change Request, it expects first a simple acknowledgment indicating that the PO Change Request has been received. Within one business day, Pharmak must reply to the customer with a PO Change Response. A PO Change Response contains a reference to the original PO Change Request, and a list of line item responses (as defined previously). A change request for a PO line item cannot be accepted if the PO line item has already been shipped.

Similarly, customers may request an order to be cancelled by sending a PO Cancellation Request. The procedure for handling PO Cancellation Requests is the same as for PO Change Requests. First the customer expects an immediate acknowledgment and within one business day it expects a PO Cancellation Response, which consists of a reference to the original PO Change to which it refers, and a list of line item responses, where a line item response includes a line item sequential number and either ACK (cancellation accepted) or DEC (cancellation declined). A PO line item cannot be cancelled if the corresponding line item has already been shipped.

Customers may consult the status of a PO line item (“pending response”, “responded”, “shipped”, “delivered”, etc.) as well as the expected shipment date (if the shipment has not yet been made) or the actual shipment date (if the shipment has already been made).

In some cases (e.g. incorrect or defective products), a customer may request from Pharmak an authorization to return a batch of delivered products. Such a Return Authorization contains a reference to a PO line item, the amount of products being returned and the unit of measure, and an explanation of the reason for the return. Upon receiving a Return Authorization, Pharmak shall either accept it or reject it by sending back a Return Authorization Response within two business days. In case of rejection, an explanation shall be included in the Return Authorization Response.

Five business days after delivery of a PO line item, Pharmak shall send an Invoice for the PO line item in question to the customer. An invoice consists of a unique identifier, and a list of invoice lines. Each invoice line has a sequential number (1, 2, 3), a reference to a PO, a reference to the number of the line item in the PO (which is generally different from the sequential number of the invoice line itself) and the amount to be paid. Moreover, an invoice has a total and other data, which we will ignore in this exercise. An invoice may refer to line items belonging to multiple POs.

If a return authorization is received after a PO line item has been invoiced, and the return authorization is accepted, Pharmak shall send a Credit Note to the customer to indicate that the amount corresponding to the returned products should not be paid (or shall be reimbursed by Pharmak if it has already been paid). A Credit Note contains a
reference to an invoice, an invoice line number, a description of the reason for the credit, and the amount to be credited to the customer.

**Tasks**

1. Design a domain model of Pharmak’s sales information system.

2. Based on the domain model, design a *resource model* using the method presented in the lectures.

3. Specify the REST API (set of operations) that Pharmak shall offer to each of its customers. The specification of a REST operation should include the (relative) URL of each resource, the HTTP verbs each resource accepts, the “relation” that each verb implements over a resource, and a brief description of the input and the output if applicable.

4. Specify a state machine capturing the lifecycle of a PO line item. Each transition triggered by an external operation should be labelled with the name of the operation (the “relation”), the corresponding HTTP verb and URL of the resource.

5. Specify the Hypermedia REST API that a customer shall offer to Pharmak, using either an annotated state model (graphical) or a tabular representation of the annotated state model (URL, HTTP verb, relation, source and target state).

6. Write a concrete example (in JSON) of the HTTP body of a response to a catalogue query containing two product catalogue entries, and a concrete example of a PO containing two PO line items.